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Linnaeus's ideas on the composition of the various parts of the plant and

the generation of plant form by the interactions of these tissues both with each

other and with the sap of the plant are outlined. Linnaeus used the analogy

he drew between the vegetative plant and the larva of an insect to justify his

emphasis on parts of the fructification in the classification of genera; as with

insects, he used the adult, rather than the larva, in classification. His thoughts

on the relationship between the various appendicular parts of the plant in the

context of his theories of prolepsis and metamorphosis are summarized. Lin-

naeus's ideas of plant form support his theories on the generation of plant

diversity b- hybridization md an closely connected with his description of

plenitude— continuit\ m a n\ i\ ma loscopic world of systematically ar-

ranged form that also incorporated findings from the microscopic world. Here,

as elsewhere, the medulla can be shown to be the seat of life, but only its

interaction with cortex allowed stable form to become manifest. Goethe's and

A. P. de Candolle's notions of the "metamorphosis" of plants are briefly

situated with regard to Ln ma u s ideas, asisth< worl /some earlier botanists.

In the discussion the interrelationship is explored between Linnaeus's di Ik i ml

approaches to looking at plants and their significance for an under- landing

both of his taxonomic work and of his more general thinking about the diversity

of life. The ideas of Linnaeus, and especially those of Goethe, on the meta-

morphosis of plant form are situated at one end of a spectrum of responses to

the problem of the comprehension of diversity; Linnaeus's own taxonomic

system represents the opposite end. The archaic cast to Linnaeus's cortex-

medulla theory is confirmed, although its coherence and explanatory powers

are abundantly evident.

Most commentaries on Linnaeus's biological work have focused on his idea

that the taxonomically important characters of an organism reflect, or are, that

organism's essence, and especially on his arrangement of organisms in a clas-

sification using these characters. Any ideas that Linnaeus may have had as to

how the form of an organism becomes manifest, and how the diversity of form

in the living work is generated and organized, are less frequently discussed. It

is usually suggested (see, for example, Stearn, 1 957, and Gustafsson, 1 985) that

Linnaeus was perhaps more interested in simply describing the world than in

understanding laws or principles underlying the diversity of form present in

l mold Arboretum 7
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it. However, it is becoming abundantly evidenl thai (his is not an accurate

i
iveption of his activities is p« usalofthi numerous theses written by Lin-

naeus and defended li idem io I rgely using these theses, Guedes

(1969) outlined the development of Linnaeus's ideas on plant morphology and

development; Larson (1971) emphasized the Aristotelian dimensions of Lin-

naeus's thought and discussed his ideas on plant hybridization in some detail;

and Broberg ( 1 985), in a remarkable article, succeeded in pulling together much
of the underlying bod) of the i ,1, i es and showed clearly the im-

portant synthetic component in Linnaeus's writings. One goal of this paper is

to bring together these diffcrem \>;n\s -.1 ilu- -,tor\. emphasizing its botanical

dimension in partic da Wea • I pe to deepen the appreciation of Linnaeus's

important efforts to develop an understanding of organic form and diversity,

at the same time stressing the relationship of his thought to that of his im-

mediate predecessors and successors.

Larson (1971) clearly outlined what is, as lie noted, largely implicit in the

orkthati nbodiesl in, u • mmat mi principle lh< f'hilosophia Botanica

(Linnaeus, 1751a): all genera are natural— the work of nature— and form the

foundation of theoretical bolaip Sucl ra were to be recognized by dis-

tinctive and constant features in the various parts of the fructification, these

being the most essential parts of the plant. To quote Larson ( 1 97 1 , p. 93): "The
'naturalness' of Lini

i

ie m u n> i I; then n mi ., .mum,. Lions about the prin-

ciples of acth it> foi ! n "nee of which plants have come into being.

Hi natun >fih s> nu has a n rrowei ;cnsi than 'reality' it is the formative

factor in reality."

Cain (1958, pp. 154, 155, quoting Maritain, 1983) suggested that "nature"

or "essence," although original!} in Wisi - an thought referring to those

principles of the activity for which an organism came into bcing-the final

cause -might also be restricted simply to "what a thing is," its visible char-

acters. To quote Larson (1971, p. 93) again, "The simple elements of the

fructification, when i

' m i pi.-, h form, teach the naturalist the

characters of the genera spelled out by the hand of God." But between God (a

« t in. 'n I . . ) in.
I pi. ii .• ii .i.n

I . i
•

»
ii •

,
. -n, 1 |, ,h ,

i

causality Theie ist i
, i. Im . i i i i i -. i i (. i .i v ,

i ,p|

Linnaeus, 1749, 17o()h) ' a local final cause. There are also the material and
efficient causes of explicit form, which cause any particular form to be what it

is, and it is with these levels of understanding of form in Linnaeus's botanical

thought that we are mainh i on< erned hi n \lthough the focus of this paper
is not Aristotelian causality in Linnaean thought, it should be remembered that

Linnaeus's biological thought as a whole has a decidedly Aristotelian back-

ground (Larson, 1971).

This leads to an underemphasized aspect of Linnaeus's work that he devel-

oped most actively after about 1749. He suggested that the "formative factor"
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of a plant is the medulla: without the medulla, or when the medulla is depleted,

the plant dies; through the medulla, the unchanging essence of the plant is

transmitted through successive generations. Interaction of the medulla with

the cortex leads to the development of all the parts of the plant from cotyledons

to pistils; in the flower, in particular, the medulla interacts successively with

the different tissues derived from the cortex, each interaction producing a

different part of the flower. Although all these parts other than the pistil come
entirely from the co] t ••, thi pistil being largely medulla, they cannot develop

without the stimulation of the medulla. The parts of the fructification, which

include the flower, are of course the basis of most Linnaean genera.

Ideas such as these are discussed at length in a scries of theses, especially

GemmaeArborum 'foil m 1749) M arnorr>/h < riant arum (Linnaeus,

1755a), Prolepsis Plantarum (1760c. 1763). Fundamentum Fructificationis

(1762b), and Mioulum hivisihi/em ( I 767a) i'hesi these: are often extended

justifications for positions Linnaeus only outlined in better-known works such

as the Philosophia Bota lica (1751a) and thi i nth and subsequent editions of

the Systema Naturae (e.g.. 1759b. 1767b). They owe much to classic notions

of the plant body, in >ni In ul ir those ol « e: al mo. whomLinnaeus frequently

acknowledged, and through Cesalpino, Theophrastus and Aristotle. They are

also intimately linked with complex analyses of the relationships between plant

parts, which arc httf < onn< < U d w ith " inn i< n\\ use of plant structure in his

systematic studies.

In these more pun I m rphologi il nal Linnaeus suggested that there

was a fundamental si mi Ian ;\ (and nm a unci changeability) between cotyle-

dons, leaves, sepals, stamens, and the like —in fact, between all the appendicular

parts of the plant (this term is used without any implication as to what these

structures "reahV" ai< ) i cept th rpel md thai t
\

mm, as we shall see,

holds only in some resped 1 I obsen itions that Linnaeus emphasized in

establishing these sin ii I i ^ven * i dill i< nt irom those he used in grouping

species to form genera, and genera to form families or ordines naturales, as in

the fragments of his natural system. He focused on nonessential variation,

adopted what might be called a physiological-balance theory of plant repro-

duction and morphogenesis, and empha a/ed i parallel between vegetative and

floral buds, and, more generally, a whole variety of "budlike" structures in the

plant, including the embryo in the seed. Both his systematic and his morpho-

logical studies led to an emphasis on continuity of form, but the forms em-

phasized were different. 4

Focusing on these aspects of Linnaeus's thought allows us to understand his

later work more cleat h and peril ips puts his so-called failure or inability to

develop more than the bare outlines of a natural system, the development of

which he clearly considered to be very desirable, in a somewhat different light.

In addition to classify n ill I i tev, material that was being sent to him,
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Linnaeus was developing ideas very different from those we commonly attrib-

ute to him. Gustafsson (1985, p. 126) noted, "For Linnaeus the crucial aspect

of his work (and the onlj waj in which he could, under the assumptions and

axioms of his time, proceed) con si ;ted in observing differences in nature at the

costofthe similarity h.n i h ,ii - -o ill l n ,, dm, pcct and was forced

to ignore continuity" He went on to discuss the attempt to depict the chain

of being as a specially constructed analytical language. Even if, following Gus-

tafsson, such an attempt is deemed in principle impossible, we see Linnaeus

effectively dealing with continuit> in Ins mcrpholoyjcal work, and he of course

adumbrated the pi< \>> -in ol < oniinmt\ in the context of his natural system

(e.g., Linnaeus, 1751a; sei ;ci lb, Broberg, 1985). Between Linnaeus's more

or less analytical system and his belief that God's handiwork was visible in the

natural world lies a complex and incomplete set of theory and observation that

explains at an intcrmcdi tie I, • el organic form in the botanical world. It is

centered on the an i l1 tl the plant bod} is made up of cortex and

medulla, and it emphasizes continuity. Here Linnaeus's "passion for synthesis"

(Broberg, 1985, p. 179) finds its full expression.

Below we outline the different aspects of this "passion for synthesis," treating

each more or less separately. These aspects are cross-referenced to indicate the

interrelationship of the several strands of Linnaeus's thought that together form

a skein of considerable intricacy.

THECORTEX-MEDULLATHEORYOF PLANTCONSTRUCTION

The cortex-medulla theory of plant construction, in which all parts of the

plant are equated with tissues derived from the cortex, oi with medullary tissue,

i t'sl figured prominently in Linnaeu: ork in tl hesi; lemma Irhorum

defended by Pehr Lofling in 1749. Although mentioned in earlier works, it was

there always in a much less central position. Lofling's thesis coupled the classical

conception of the flower in winch the outer, vegetative cortex splits to reveal

the inner tissues of the plant with an extensive, but sketchy, elaboration of the

cortex-medulla theory. Lofling drew an analogy between the vegetative parts

of the plant and the larva of an insect; he looked at budlike structures in

general and considered them to be directly comparable; and he examined in

some detail the growth of floral and vegetative parts of the plant, entertaining

the notion that at least some flow ess were precociously developed shoots. This

leads to the idea that the parts of the plant other than the stem and root (i.e.,

all the major organs borne on the shoot) are fundamentally equivalent.

It is interesting to note that tin ; tin -,\ is < n< >t' the \< - few in which the

student defending it is supposed to have had an appreciable part in its writing. 5

iii, < i i ii i i j
i i

ii in
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PROBLEMABOTANICUM
in gratiam D;ni AUCTORIS propoficum

PRESIDE.

T /Horpus VEGETABLEconftat MtdulU, '

* V-f £/*<•/•*, poftquam feceffit ab interior! I

ipfc Epidermiit induitur,

2. MedulU cum tcgumcntis crefcit feie ir

n : endendo fibrasquc in latitudinem vcrfus

fius in Gemmamex foliolis iaibricatam»

4. Tolmm cxpanditur attrahendo fuccum

dicum gemmae concedit, antequam cadit .» nunc

%, Gemma(3) compendium, future herbae

6. Caiyx fit intra gemmamex foliis non fecedentibns , deficiew-

te vi eaderrf rcmoventc expandentequej pfobant hoc NigtlU , Raft,

infeftiferaw'/i.

'

7. Hec faClo mmpitur intra calycem ramuli apev < u-> b

cuiq'ue fubftantix (l) proprias, inquc 2=&r«w expanditur annuo fpatio

8. Ctrollam teneram, magis mollem & caducam orrri ex corticis,

nunc Calycis (6), propria fubftahtia, pulpofo libero , confirmant Fibres

>ver»ales, priprimis Daphnes , co tempore, quo Liberi iubftamia a

na fieri ex fubftantii lignca (1), olim libero, pr<

ituio flc

"

1 tlonis,

/"*'- flemtHdo novum c vcgctatione vcgetion

ii'liju 1 -ir lgi n.i 1 >* |riint fortioi 1 > UK

Hi. Frftftttf ex piiii'o n nil iri nequit vitam now* plants in-

>re, nifi pnus ftamiium cA~;iv.:.\ ! .;. ca abforpta ftient ab humore

nilau piltilli.

12, Qux itaquc caufla coanexionis foliorum in Calycem?
quo ramult apex praeeocius rumpatur in florcm ?

Qu<e vis mirabilts bujus cjffectus?

Nodum exrremum vegetationis videtur mihi fol-

viiTe, qui hunc explicet Gordium.

: 1 . Linnaeus's questions in the thesis (icmmiw Arhorwn (Lofling. 1 749, i
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vever, a further complication that makes the authorship of the

thesis uncertain. Facing the first page is a series of 1 1 aphoristic

jncerning plant construction and development and a final series

of questions addressing the forces involved in the phenomenon of flowering.

This page, headed "Problems in botany proposed to the glory of God by the

president [Linnaeus] of the author [Lofting]," is placed at the end of the re-

printed versions of the thesis (e.j Linnaeu I '51b, 1786) and has largely been
overlooked (but cf. Stafleu, 1971). A repro etion ol thi

here (see Figure 1), and a free translation follows.

eoi ii ed ol ill U, ii m h ///;;/] .« tl|

cambium], after ii separates from the inner substance
erluiii bv [lie I'.pidermis.

s gi ows b\ itself, extending mainly in length and pushing

ullary fihei piouudes iln onnh ihe cortex, often being
!"<>f i " i brn lit Hud [madi up| o! , in, ill leavt

4. The expanded / - m mini umnn |. wlmh heloi it falls, allows a mod-
Hi Inn ) ng borne again.

5. The Bud (3), the compendium of ihe future \cgetativc plant being extended into

a branch, first as a twig, then to infinity, up to the lime when the fructification imposes
the final termination ol Hie growl fi ol the old pi ml

6. The Calyx being within the bud, [made up] of leaves that do not separate, lacking

tiie force to separate and expand \<> lla A Diupeusia. commonPerianth, Involucre,

and Sidicis aniento in iifera / <a lemonstratc this.

7. In this wax the n < of tin hi rich i torn ipan within tli < alyx, the substances

(1) [the tissues of tin plant] followmi In ihai m propci 1 sa\ the blower expanding

8. The thin corolla, \ ei \ soft and caducous arising from the cortex, now [part] of the

ih ((>) Hi true ul ianc 11, liv hbci yirnn Ion ,, , ,IK Daphne, confirm
at that time when the substance ol ihe Lllvi does not separate from the cortex.

9. The Stamens lx n di i - 1 from h « om ubsLm (I) on ibei the exis/euci

position, the comphi / n i i . f! • ei i n ,e vigorous plant show, where the

hardened lignum did n- i II ron propulsion 1 mi the soft liber.

10 I he Pistil of iln i eh i ol i In vo\ i

i

|
na le] from i1 ;pei ial substance of the

medulla, with nothm -
, f, • rem mmmin lhal place

1 1. The Fruit from die pistil |made up] of the medulla is unable to lay the foundations
for the life of the n ilml unf sluMili. uooth nicolilx taint n v ibsoibd
b b 11 n lun i i ii [lie pi: nl

12. What then [is] the cause of the joining of the leaves in the Calyx'.' by what is the

rn ion
i

oi ih pi. mi [in ii o u i m the flower?

hm nu hi nlon.' o,< ( ','. \ this"!

It appears to me that the ultimate node of the plant is dissolved, as was loosened the

Gordian [knot].

The contents of this introductory page outline many of the points that Lin-

naeus developed over the next fifteen years. It is interesting, and perhaps

relevant in attempts to understand authorship of the various parts of this thesis,

to note that the emphasis on those forces in the plant that might account for

the morphological phenomena observed is not so evident in the body of Lof-

ling's thesis. This, however, is clearly seen to be the central point at issue, as

the emphasis on the final stalcnicnis. possibh, written by Linnaeus himself,
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The Basic Construction and Development of the Plant Body

Linnaeus (e.g., 1751a) consistently divided the plant body into three basic

parts: the radix, or root; the fa > getati e icgion of the plant, sometimes
simply called "planta" (e.g.. Linnaeus. 1 74 1 , p. 12): and ihcfructificatio, every-

thing from the caly to iht -ed T\v root \\ loch took up food from the soil,

produced the vegetative part of the plant as v t 11 as th< frui ification. The plant

body as a whole was made up of a central medulla, roughly corresponding to

the pith, covered by the lignum (wood). This latter arose from the liber (inner

bark: phloem and cambium), which was in turn derived from the cortex, itself

overlain by the epidermis (see Table 1). These several tissue types could be
reduced to two. th( orte md the medull id mnaeu . 1759a, p. 4; the"corporea
externa" and the "medulla interna" in Linnaeus, 1 767b, p. 7), by emphasizing
that the lignum and the liber were both derived from the cortex.

In Linnaeus's taxonomic analyses the fructification was divided into two
parts, the flower and the fruit, the former being made up of calyx, corolla,

stamens, and pistil, and the latter of pericarp, seed, and receptacle (e.g., Lin-

naeus, 1751a). Linnaeus had very early integrated some of the organs of the

fructification with the cortex-medulla division of plant tissue (sec Table 1).

He thought that the thicker outer cortex formed the calyx, and the thinner

inner cortex, the petals; the stamens came from the wood, and the pistil from
the medulla (Linnaeus, l '38 <ec Pica R) 2A) Thus the inner parts of the plant

were displayed by the splitting of the cortex in the flower (see, for example,

Main plant PARTS
Tissue

"
arrl°™m'n,Main « Organs Linnaeus, 1746|

Radix Root Root Cortex + medulla -
Herba (planta l) Vegetati vc Stem

Thorns, etc.

Cortex t medulla

Presumably cortex

Cortex + medulla

Presumably cortex

Fructificatio Flower

Stamen '

Liber

Medulla

Outer cortex

Hun Pericarp*

Seed*

Receptacle*

Mcdulla * Medulla}
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, ascending diagonal lines

i, descending d

growth, 2 = second year's growth, and so on; c = leaf on c

all growth occurs in a single year (anticipation), in vegetative bud it occurs over several

years: for diagrammatic purposes, a single leaf represents each year's growth.

Lofling, 1749, p. 13, footnote s; Linnaeus, e.g., 1755b, p. 5). However, the

exact details of this oft-repeated comparison differed. After equating the various

organs of the flower with those of the vertebrate reproductive system, Linnaeus

( 1 746) briefly mentioned that the calyx was made up of outer cortex, the corolla

from inner cortex, the stamens from nutritive alburnum (sapwood, correspond-

ing to the liber), th rii i fi m ligneous substance, and the seed from

medulla. Here both parts of the fructification, flower and fruit, derive from the

several parts of the basic tissue system of the plant, but usually it was the flower

Ion tli i wa eompai dwiththes. tissues (see Figure 2A; Lofling, 1749, cf.

facing p. [1] and p. 13; Linnaeus, 1751a, 1 75 lc (the medulla produces the seed),

1755a, 1759b). If bracts were included in this comparison, they, too, were

considered to be formed from the cortex (Linnaeus, 1763).

In the vegetative plant the ends of the medullary fibers protruded through
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the cortex, liber, and wood and stimulated the formation of leaves from the

cortex (see Figure 2B). The young leaves formed imbricate buds with medulla

in the center; the buds themselves did not develop from leaves. Thus the

vegetative region of the plant was effectively an assemblage of buds, a com-
posite, or— in modern terminology— a modular organism, that could repeat

itself ad infinitum unless terminated by the fructification (Lofting, 1 749) or the

death of the medulla. The medulla was both the form-generating part of the

plant and the part that ensured the plant's continued growth; all parts of the

plant with the potential for growth had medulla.

Linnaeus (1763) expanded this point in the thi sis Prolepsi Plantarum. Each
of the numerous buds on a tree contained medulla, which, growing out and
dividing incessantly, continued the life of the plant, the ultimate fibers of the

medulla being in the next generation of buds. Thus, only a few years after a

willow twig is put in the ground, the subdivision of the medulla in the buds
of that original twig results in a large, copiously branched tree from which twigs

can be plucked and planted; the whole process can then repeat itself. In an

annual plant, on the other hand, Linnaeus thought that there were no buds,

only flowers in the axils of the leaves. This meant that the medulla in each axil

was used up in the production of the flowers; the plant then died since it had
no medulla left (Linnaeus, 1760c). Hence the only difference between annuals

and perennials was that in the former the medulla was quickly used up in the

fructification, while in the latter it was for the most part retained in the trunk

or root and could produce more buds.

Linnaeus's concept of plant growth contained two antagonistic tendencies

or movements involved in growth and development. A movement from the

outside of the plant that was manifest in the direction of development of the

cortex-derived tissues was nutritive and descending, while that from the inside

to the outside was ascending and generative: "the life of the medulla, spongy,

divisible by multiplication and with an infinity of endings, growing upwards,

incarcerated in the Cortical Body, which is nutritive, descending, joined to the

ground . .
." (Linnaeus, 1759b, pp. 826, 827; there are extended comparisons

with animals in several places— e.g., Linnaeus, 1 75 la, 1 759a). The cortex could

be compared to the vascular system; the mouth, or ventricle, of the plant was
in the ground, from which the roots drew up nourishment that was purified in

the leaves. As elsewhere in this theoretical edifice, there are problems in the

interpretation: the force in the cortex is descending, but food is taken (ingested)

from the ground. In any case these forces do not exactly correspond to other

visualizations of the plant: the three main morphological subdivisions of the

plant body are root, vegetative plant, and fructification (see Table 1).

In the seed, which was the rudiment of the new plant, the plumule was the

scaly, ascending part of the corculum (the plumule-radicle junction and, to

many classical authors, the "heart" of the plant). Whenbathed in sap (humore),

the bud could grow ad infinitum. The rostellum was the simple, descending

part (Linnaeus, 1751a). The above-ground plant was produced from the root.

Nothing new was formed; instead, there was simple continuity through the

medulla ("Nox iicrcanc nulla, sed co/itimtata gcncraiio, cum Corculum seminis

constat parte radicis medullari": ibid., p. 38). As will be seen, the balance of
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the upward and downward forces in the plant affected the kind of organs it

produced, especially whether they were floral or vegetative. The particular. form

of each organ was a manifestation of the essence of the species, although

taxonomically unimportant detai w< r< dui to accidental causes such as a

change in the cnvironnicnl or the growth of galls.

Linnaeus returned to the interaction of these tissues with each other and the

growth forces of llit plant ii eiou' woik\(c.g Linnaeii* I >'-h\ J V)b

p. 827, translated below; 1767c):

the plant with the rootlets sucking the humid envelopment (tincturam aquo-

sam) of the ground, which by the heat [that] is daily added, is pushed through

the cortex, whence the nutrition of the plant, breathing out the superfluous,

deposits liber on the inner surface ("pariete"), every year separating as woody

substance, holding up the ascending stem, within which the multiplying me-

dulla, the base dissolving, the apex infinite, although I conceive the bundle of

fibers as a growing isosceles [triangle], in which stronger force tears apart the

outer fibers, diverging outward and penetrating the cortex, terminating in a

bud that multiplies similarly; from the obstacle of the cortex appear the ex-

panded leaf, breathing air, looking at the sun, exercised by the movement of

the wind, never to be born again; where in truth the force being less driven,

the medullary fibers converge, and in protruding they lay bare the substance

of the medulla in the pistil, the plant ending in new life, the collected threads

in the seeds arc the last of the medulla.

Thus the medulla was indeed involved in the generation of all the appen-

dicular organs. The leaves could not reproduce themselves or give rise to buds;

when a bud, containing medulla, was removed, leaves would never be produced

again (see above, also Linnaeus, 1 760b). Leaf, petal, and stamen alike were

dependent on medulla for their existence, although their substance was cortical

in nature. In a very brief summary of the growth of the plant, Linnaeus (1751a,

p. 301) even suggested that the whole vegetative part of the plant above the

ground (herba) was the product of the medullary s

; being the larva of the herb— i.e., of the

s quickly developed this analogy. There

was a metamorphosis in the plant, like that recorded by Jan Swammerdamin

cabbage white butterflies: the caterpillar pupated; later the pupa or chrysalis

broke through the cortex and metamorphosed, and the butterfly, the perfect

form of the insect, emerged (Linnaeus, 1 749). Note that this and other analogies

Linnaeus used go far beyond mere comparability; they betoken more what we

would think of as homologies (Stevens, 1984a, 1984b; Broberg, 1985; see

especially Beer, 1983. chapter 3, and Atran, 1990, including references).

And so it is and will be true, that whoever wishes to understand plants correctly,

to understand them from their internal structure, to understand them in the

same way as insects, should expect their metamorphosis. For example, whoever

should carefully examine Brassica oieracea, and afterwards should see Crambe
maritima, would be quite convinced that Brassica and Crambe by r
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Thus larvae, effectively equivalent to the vegetative, external part of the

plant, could be very similar, masking taxonomii alb important differences in

the internal structure ol th< plant as manifi I
in the flowers. Other examples

were Compositae with rayed flowers and those lacking rays, but which were
very similar vegetal utT including ( onyza hifrom and C. raguzina, Bidens
cernua and Coreopsis bidens, etc. (Linnaeus. 1755a). Linnaeus observed that

ueli plants wei called Bifron! by botanist? the < cm a bifrons radiata

of the first edition of the Speeies Plautarum (1 innaeus, 1 753) became the Inula

bifrons of the second and subsequent editions. Since the petals, stamens, and
stigma were at the same time the int< rnal sti u< ture of the plant and the adult

plant that became visible ift< r its metamorphosis, this disposed of potential

objections that the parts of the fructification, on which classification was based,

were transient structures. They were not, because they were manifest during
the whole life of the adult plant, or at least a good part of that life (see Ray
1696; Sloan, 1972). 8

The significance of this set of analogies is clear. This way of visualizing the

plant meshed with Lmnaeus , sLUenu its as to the relative importance for

classification of the different parts of the plant. The external form of the plant,

its habit, was largely the impression on our senses made by its most obvious
parts, the stems and U iu< nhi« h v m> conical in nature. The habit was
comparable to the lar\a and \\a a

i

ooi guidi to I. ,o\ >mic relationships at

the generic level. This is because w hnt i; • la; a lied is not the larva, crust, or

skin —not the vegetative parts of the plant derived from the cortex— but the

imago, or fructification gem rated b\ the medulla or the interaction of the

medulla with the cortex (sec, e.g., Linnaeus. 1762b). It was the inner parts of
the plant that were displayed in the flower, hollowing Linnaeus's basically

Cesalpinian appreciation of the principles of lil ii is i ihcse parts that the

vital principles of llu organi ins n i le< (se< U low), and so it is on them that

classifications should be based I fj evident only after

the metamorphosis of the plant, the calyx, or cortex, being torn. Of course,

although all the parts of the fructification were essential laxonomically, when
they fell from the plan) (hi essence of the plant had not been lost, since the

1759b, 1760a, 1762b, 1767c, 1776).
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medulla, which produced them or stimulated their production, persisted in the

seed. Hardly surprisingly, then, the seed, with its corculum nestling between

the upwardly growing plumule and the downwardly growing radicle, and en-

closed by cortical I
'sloughed off" or "molted," was the real

seat of life in the plant.

The bud, and indeed vegetative variation in general, was of little taxonomic

importance at the generic level (Linnaeus. ! 762b). However, as Linnaeus later

(!7(,/b, p. 10) remarked, the differentiae of the larvae-that is, vegetative

differences— could be used for the names of species since such differences were

used in distinguishing between species.

Despite the variety of form manifested I ) t]
|

i li ular organs, both

within and among plants, there were nevi rth< 1< ss important similarities among

these organs. One i
i ilw \> i\ ol looking n sueli mill i i ties was the theory

developed by Linnaeus in which i
.• ill i the llower, which occurred in

a single year, could h equ u i with evera eat u ov i h of the vegetative

plant. The two theses in which this subject was most extensively treated are

Prolepsis Plantarum ind Prolepsi Plantarum (Linnaeus, 1760c, 1763)— liter-

ally, the anticipation of plants. These theses, although with similar titles, differ

in the approaches that Linnaeus adopted. In the first (Linnaeus, 1760c), de-

i . .. ,. nasi i. Placed on the fact that each type of floral

organ mld be considered i: |ui\ alent to a year's growth of the vegetative

I , i , ui i In ii . i ih hooi '(.'[»<!
) »i ili.ii ii > u , * i i li i i.

second (Linnaeus, 1763). deK no - I l\i i .. i-i ,n i. > « < i

what is basically a physiological explanation for the relationship among the

different parts of the plant in general, the parts of the branch and bud, and the

parts of the flower, as well as the (issues out of which all the parts of a branch,

bud, and flower are constructed Of course, instances that apparently did not

In this general planalk .< ei\ ed special attention.

However, the notion of the opening of the flower anticipating several years'

growth of the vegetative shoot was itself anticipated in earlier writings. In

Lofling's (1749, pp. [I]. 4) pivotal thi • h a imilarity among bud scales, coty-

ledons, and calyx was noted all enclosed younger parts of the plant and were

forced open, oi fell I it! p; ant growing by vegetative buds

was like a polyp, and that growing from seeds ("generatio") more like an animal

with eggs (see also Linnaeus, 1746). I mna< ii ( 1
59 i) i « i d< s< nbed th ee

types of reproduction in
i

I mts:llu third - ,« o ipa y, its< I a Li id »i po « o< i >u ;

growth (see also Linnaeus, 1 760a). The bud was simply a continuation of plant,

rather than something new; the seed, however, was entirely new when grown
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(Lofling, 1749, p. 4, "continuata" and "propagata"; see also Broberg, 1985).

However, as is apparent above, both flowers and vegetative shoots were en-

closed in buds, the scales of which fell off, and were actually formed in the

preceding year (Lofling, 1749). Flowers in the axils of the scales of a catkin

(ament) could thus be compared to small buds in the axils of leaves of a leafy

shoot, the latter, however, developing ("germinandis
,,

) only in the following

year (see also Guedes, 1969). Buds were not found in leaf axils where there are

fructifications, hence Linnaeus thought about how the fructification, just like

the vegetative plant reduced to rudiments ("in compendium redacta"), could

develop from a bud that had undergone metamorphosis (Lofling, 1749, pp.

12, 13).

Thus the fructification could develop a year before comparable structures

on a leafy branch. Annual plants, too, were precocious {ibid., p. 12): "If pre-

cocious flowers, which may be considered to be unexpanded buds, mature
seeds in that year [in which they flower], and the same year are dispersed onto

the ground, and may germinate in the following year, you may see nature

hastening to open the outer bud scales of the fructification to such a degree

that germination from the seed corresponds completely to the germination of

leaves [which give rise to the developing leaves of the vegetative bud]; herbs

["herbae"] therefore avoid undergoing both vegetative and reproductive growth

at the same time." The seed is in some way the "bud" of the annual plant;

perhaps this comparison was in part to circumvent the apparent absence of

buds in annuals (see Ray, 1686).

Here we see the idea of anticipation combined with that of the metamorphosis
or change of one part into another; this latter concept we shall deal with shortly.

Both in turn are combined with intimations of the physiological kind of ex-

planation that Linnaeus would later adopt for them. As Lofling (1749) noted

elsewhere in the same thesis, buds were nothing but the vegetative part of the

plant contracted because of a deficiency in the vegetative force.

There is a very terse summary of the mature version of the theory of antic-

ipation in the important tenth edition of the Systema Naturae (Linnaeus, 1 759b,

p. 826; see also Guedes, 1 969): "The 'shoots' of the present year are the leaves;

of the next are bracts; of the third the pi inth (cal I
<

' the fourth the petals;

of the fifth year the stamens, and the stamens being produced (exhaustis), the

pistil. These things are clear: of themselves; because of Ornithogalum; luxuriant

[growth]; proliferous flowers; doubled flowers and Carduus."

A slightly more expanded account appeared soon after in the edition of the

thesis Metamorphosis Plantaruin prepared by Linnaeus for the collected edition

of these theses defended by his students, XheAmoenitates academiae (Linnaeus,

1759c). It should be noted that this account (see Figure 3) is an addition and
is not found in the original version (Linnaeus, 1755a; 1759c, cf. p. 372). Much
of this addition was translated (into French) by Guedes (1969), who did not

realize that it was not part of the thesis as originally published.

Linnaeus inserted this new section after discussing "budding" and individ-

uality in Taenia, polyps, and the like (see also Linnaeus, 1748). After making
an analogy between the cerebral and vascular systems of an animal and the

medulla and cortex of a plant, he compared the various parts of the flower
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with parts of the adult insect and tin: particular tissues from which they arose.

He then went on to discuss this metamorphosis n the context of the growth

of Scilla and Ornithogalum. He suggested thai a bud in the axil of a leaf might

produce additional leaves the following year, or it might develop into a spike

in the same year that the leaf was produced. The leaves on the spike— the

bracts —were tende ise th i o ous, representing the leaves of

the next year's grow iii like othi i leaves the} bore buds in their axils, but these

developed immediately into flowers. The corolla (perianth) was thus the bud

of the third year am < loped p > i in id 1 i lie stamens were the

•'shoots" of the fourth war. avid die pistil that of the fifth year.

The detads o\~ the equivalence of the several parts of the flower with a

particular year's growth might differ, as with the version in the Systema Naturae

just mentioned, but the principli was th : ime. Linnaeus equated each mor-

hologii Lily din" t] irl of the flower (or inflorescence) with one year's growth.

Since both Scilla and • nitho ahuu lack bracteoles and have a perianth rather

than a readily distinguishable calyx and corolla (see below), the differences in

the two versions of prolepsis outlined relate to differences between these mono-

cotyledons and the more common arrangement in dicotyledons. A similar

variation of this basic theme is found in Linnaeus's explanation of double
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flowers in the Compositae: the involucre represented the "shoots" of year two;

the receptacular bracts, those of year three; the pappus, year four; the corolla,

year five; and the petaloid pistil, year six (Linnaeus, 1760c).

These two theses on prolepsis thus represent the extended justification and

discussion of the mature form of the theory of anticipation. There was a close

parallel between the growth of the vegetative branch and that of the flower

"wherever leaves are found, there between the substance of the cortex is the

fiber of the medulla"; ".
. . the cortex produced leaves, thus leaves are nothing

other than "shoots" advanced from the cortex and can produce new life"

(Linnaeus, 1760c, pp. 4, 11). In the flower, of course, the medulla produced

bracts and calyx wit I tan ns with lignum, and so on; all these structures

were basically cortical in origin. Within "the substance of the cortex" (e.g.,

Linnaeus, 1763, p. 7), which made the floral organs, was to be found the pure

medulla in the pistil; in buds, imbrit m leaves enclosed the medulla. In both

vegetative and floral buds the leavi ere asso aled with buds (but see below).

"The tree (sic) then produced the flower, nature having anticipated the progeny

of five years then producing together [and] forming from budded leaves ("foliis

gemmaceis"), bracts, cal} • corolla stamens, and pistil, and the seed filled up

with granular medulla terminating the life of the plant" (Linnaeus, 1767b, p.

9; see also 1763). Note, however, that as with the earlier simpler equation of

"tissue" types with different parts of the flower, the parts of the flower involved

in prolepsis do not correspond exactly to the seven parts of the fructification

that provide the natural duiracki . >i
.

i -calyx, corolla, stamen, pistil,

seed, pericarp, and receptacle (see above and Table 1). Also, the cortex proper

is involved in two years' growth, the other tissues in one.

Linnaeus noted that prolepsis occurred in some animals; in Volvox globator,

which he included in the Zoophyta (the sixth and last order of the Vermes, in

the animal kingdom; see below), he described a comparable series of generations

as being visible inside the body of the minute adult (Linnaeus, 1758) and a

similar phenomenon was known in species of Aphis. Anton van Leeuwenhoek

was the first to note what he thought wen 'se • in tlvox in 1700 (see

Dobell, 1932). Further, the figure five in the five years of the mature theory of

anticipation was in line with Linnaeus's favored quinarian numerology (e.g.,

Jonsell, 1979; Lindroth, 1983; Broberg, 1985).

But there is a tension in Linnaeus n isoning here ai least to a twentieth-

century reader (Guccies, 1969). Linnaeus did not distinguish clearly between

axillary and terminal buds but considered that all buds occurred in the axils

of leaves of flowering plants; he had no notion of a terminal bud continuing

the growth of the stem (sec Lofling, 1 749). Thus if a flower bud really repre-

sented six years' growth, the parts of the flower would come from a series of

buds successively borne in the axils of the leaf or leaves of the preceding years'

growth, and this is how Linnaeus (e.g., 1760c) discussed that relationship. All

the parts of the flower would then be opposite one another. However, Linnaeus

(e.g., 1751a, pp. 57, 61) knew that the sepals and petals, at least, alternated in
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(1763) discussed the detailed structure of the vegetative bud and compared it

to that of the flower in the thesis Prolepsi Plant arum. The leaves of the first

(current), second, and third years came from the cortex, those of the fourth

year from the liber, and those of the fifth from the wood. For the leaves of the

sixth year, he invoked membranes almost touching the medulla, which he

compared to the meninges surrounding the central nervous system of verte-

brates. Of course, the sixth year's growth, or the "shoots" of the sixth year,

corresponding to the pistil in the flower, could not be the medulla itself, because

the medulla was needed to continue the growth of the shoot, whereas in the

flower the medulla could be used up in the formation of the pistil, since with

flowering the shoot that bore the flower died.

As Linnaeus (ibid., p. 1 1) went on to say, "Whenever the budded leaves of

the first year, which are outside, develop into a branch with its leaves and buds,

then as much medulla [as remains] in the axils of the leaves of the sixth year,

which are concealed in the intimate shades of the plant, protrudes as the new
budli i in h ii. hi (nova pion ndn ' ml mkiu i

<

t
u muiLc a) foi the seventh year,

and thus growth is prolonged" (cf. Guedes, 1969, p. 338; translation of "pro-

trudit" as the ambiguous "produit")- The protrusion of the medulla beyond

the cortex agrees with the ideas Linnaeus expressed elsewhere (see above) of

the medulla pushing upward and outward and forcing the more rigid cortex

apart; continuation of growth is by the medulla in the ultimate (sixth) year's

budlet itself budding. Since the mature leaves are always cortical in origin,

although this is not always clear in Linnaeus's writings (Guedes, 1969), the

development of the vegetative bud described above is at some variance with

the normal pattern of tissue development. The inner leaves effectively have to

change their nature from wood to liber and then to cortex before they expand,

and this direction is the reverse of that in which the tissues develop in the

The Relationship between Plant Parts

With Linnaeus, as with later proponents of the foliar theory of the flower,

the analogy between floral and vegetative shoots is connected with that between

all appendicular organs. It is not clear which analogy came first to Linnaeus,

although the evidence suggests it was the second (see below). Evidence for the

equivalence of all lat. t;il oij-an aime largely from the nontaxonomic findings

of teratology (note that Sachs ( 1 890) somewhat underrated this aspect of meta-

morphosis).

A number of interesting abnormal phenomena were early discussed by Lin-

naeus, although not initially from the point of view of interchangeability of

plant parts. Thus in a double flower ("flos luxurians") some parts were mul-

tiplied and others destroyed; there might be many petals but few stamens, yet

no interconversion between the two was noted (Linnaeus, 1736a). The calyx

and corolla sometimes could not be sharply distinguished since in a number
of taxa, including Daphne and i .', nithogalum, they formed a single body. This

was green and tough on the outside, so showing its calycine quality, and thin

and colored on the inside, due to its corolline nature (Linnaeus, 1738, in a

l of Cesalpino's worl m ' 'us arrangement is particularly
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common in spring-flowering plants, and it was later suggested (Lolling, 1749;

see also above) that in such cases the substance of the liber did not draw back

or separate from the cortex.

There was abundant evidence for the basic similarity of appendicular organs

in the changes and intergradations manifest in the various terata, or growth

monstrosities, known to Linnaeus and his contemporaries, information on

which was summarized in the thesis Metamorphosis Plantarum (Linnaeus,

1755a). Guedes (1969) gave a particularly thorough analysis of this aspect of

the "metamorphosis" of plants. These terata included doubled flowers, in which

the stamens, and sometimes also the pistils, were changed into petals, resulting

in sterility (Linnaeus, 1751a, 1755a). Extreme changes also occurred when

whole flowers, series of flowers, or even a leafy branch bearing flowers, were

produced from the pistil of a simple flower or the receptacle of an aggregate

flower like a scabious or a thistle; this is the phenomenon Linnaeus (1751a)

called proliferation. Galls and other kinds of insect infestation provided similar

evidence of metamorphoses— Pistacia produced long, purple follicles, Ceras-

tium, imbricate capitula, and so on (Linnaeus, 1755a). In such terata organs

changed their form, and such changes, appropriately interpreted, gave evidence

at the same time of the potentiality, nature of, and relationships between organs.

Hence, despite the fact that petals were not produced directly from plain cortex,

they were interchangeable with —and in some way fundamentally the same

Since the liber and the wood were derived from the cortex, it is perhaps

hardly surprising to see that under the appropriate "physiological" condition

-

excess of sap- they could become plain cortex again (see Guedes, 1969). This

leads to the other major line of argumentation bearing on the relationship

between plant parts, which can loosely be described as a physiological-balance

theory of development. Much nutriment led to the production of leaves, or

more leaflike structures, while less nutriment caused flowering, or flowers with

less leafiness. This argument was also in evidence early; the opening questions

of the thesis Gemmae Irhorum (Lolling, 1749; see also above) seem to expect

a physiological answer, and in the important addendum to the Philosophia

Botanica entitled "Metamorphosis Vegetabilis" (Linnaeus, 1751a, p. 301,

translated in part below; see also Celakovsky, 1885, and Guedes, 1969), the

explanation for the rudimentary theory of anticipation advanced two years

before by Lofling is expanded in terms of such physiological ideas (it should

be remembered that Lofling was acting as amanuensis for Linnaeus during the

writing of the book):

Buds or budlets or flowers or both are fertile.

The plumule of the seed is often terminated by a flower or bud.

The principle of flowers and leaves is the same.

The principle of buds and leaves is the same.

The bud contains rudiments of leaves.

Stipules are appendices of leaves.

The perianth is made up of connate rudiments of leaves.

By ("derivato") diverted nutriment to the scales of an ament, the destroyed

florets are changed to Leaves.

By nutriment diverted to the florets of an ament, the leaves are made Calyces.

Moderate growth produces flowers from the terminal leaves.
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This style of explanation was elaborated over the next I 5 years (see especially

Linnaeus, 1763). It was a well-establish 1 horticultural ob t [ion nds. era!

times commented upon by Linnaeus (e.g., 1755a, 1760c, 1762a), that plants

in fertile ground were wont to branch profusely and produce lots of leaves but

few flowers. When the cortex was well nourished, the medulla could not emerge

(Linnaeus, 1759a). In poorer and especially drier conditions this relationship

was reversed, with less vegetative growth and more flowering. Similarly, plants

(such as species o I
.'///', > /,'/></-, m<1 m, uhwc) that pi .>din.td II >.-

i

with numerous petals when grown on good soil bore simpler flowers with fewer

petals when grown m i ( oi i ground {< i I nm u I cvi, 1760c). With an

excess of the descending •

. geiain , Ion \ • iiher more leaves or more petals

resulted (petals, of course, although leaflike, were derived from the liber, not

the cortex itself; lea- • . wen duvcth derived I rom the cortex). As the vegetative

force became weaker, the activity of the ascending, generative force in the

medulla became nu-i e o hK in ihei was liver movement ( proi)ulsioni ) in

the medulla, the cortex was weaker, and so the medulla emerged further from
the cortex and produced flowers.

l'i> eneral I il ,iu iheon e [ended lo taxa like Lilium bulbiferum and
Dentaria, where plants with bulbils did not set seed (e.g., Linnaeus, 1763);

vegetative forces were again in excess. The different sexes of flowers could in

part be at least similarly explained; in male flowers the medulla found its way
through the cortical substances but did not have the force to expand into the

pistil, dying off or drying out (Linnaeus, 1763).

There is thus abundant evidence that Linnaeus envisioned the fairly ready

transition between the dillereni parts < i ih< llo< r. { hi; Idle i from ih

situation in animals, where in one ambiguous passage Linnaeus (1760c, p. 19;

sec also Gucdes. lk>6 (
)} suggested thai a h\ei could not change into a heart, or

a heart into a stomach; each had its own nature ("sed singula suum retinent

principiunT).) Nevertheless, although transitions occurred, intermediate struc-

tures on normal plants were uncommon; the) were varieties, variations from

the taxonomic or essf ntial no m that depended on fixed and discrete gaps

between both the organs of plants and the taxonomic groups.

The situation was not so clear when the pistil was considered; it was normally

medulline, yet in doubled flowers it could become petaloid-cortical. Linnaeus

suggested that the pistil was indeed covered by a very thin layer of cortex, and

it was this that developed and made the pistil— the "shoots" of the sixth year—

on occasion foliaceous. 1 iowe\er. when tins was the easts there was nothing—

i.e., no medulla —present in thosi leavi s" I 'Quod si ulterius pistilli mutati-

onem in folia ostendi n fori i animus ." —Linnaeus, 1760c, p. 18). Medulla

and cortex were not ml ivh igi ibl< el th largel medullary pistil could still

be the leaf of the last year in the prol< plicst ries This version of the development
of the (lower is simil i to that of tl i

_ tative bud discussed above, with

"special" tissue of cortical origin, \et not part of the normal series of tissues

of cortical derivation, giving rise to the leaves of the ultimate year.
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The Cortex-Medulla Theory and Hybridization

The cortex-medulla theory also played an important role in Linnaeus's ideas

on hybridization. In normal reproduction the medulla, the internal structure

of the plant, its essem • was effectivel) continuous through time and successive

generations since creation because it remains unchanged in the seed (Linnaeus,

1759a). Or, more accurately, the pistil derived from the medulla, was unable

to lay the foundations for the life of the new plant until the woody essence of

the stamen had been absorbed by the medullary humor of the pistil (Lofling,

1 749; see also above). Later Linnaeus (1767b; see also 1 759a) talked about the

copulation of the "cortex externa" with the medulla, the medulla in this case

being compared to nerve fibers, producing the new life of the plant. Thus the

woody essence from the stamen, representing the cortex, and the medulla, from
the pistil, were both represented in the seed.

After 1747 in partii ulai \ inna -u ; be< ami much interested in the phenom-
enon of hybridization, although it took him about ten years to develop his

views on this subject (Larson, 1971). Excellent summaries have been provided

byBremekamp(1953), Hagberg (1953), Hofsten (1958), Larson (1968, 1971),

Stafleu (1971), and Broberg (191 )
whili i li (1 J 5) included extensive

translations of Linnaeus's writings on h bridi ition lilt bridization the con-

stancy of species form required for Linnaeus's taxonomic system would appear

to break down. There is, however, less conflict when such simple hybridization

is explained in terms of the cortex-medulla theory. As Linnaeus saw it, hy-

bridization was like any other fertilization event, with involvement of the

stamen, basically cortex, and the pistil, pure medulla. The results were perhaps

even predictable. Although the hybrid might resemble the father in overall

appearance, "with regard to th innei n I 11 substance and fructification it

is the image of the mother" (Linnaeus, 1771, p. 107; see also 1751c, 1759d,

1760a, 1762b) and was thus mi n likelj to bi classified in the same genus as

the mother (see also Hull, 1985). In an addition to the thesis Plantae Hybridae
(Linnaeus, 1756a), the analogy between larvae and the vegetative part of the

plant was drawn (see above), implicitly suggesting a comparison between the

male contribution and the nonessential covering of the metamorphosing insect.

As Hofsten (1958, p. 80) aptl i i u th i ies were the old ones

in new array." They were the old ones because they had the same medulla and
were in the same genus; they were in new array because they had a different

cortex. There were, however, possible taxonomic problems for Linnaeus when
infrageneric hybridization was considered . irietiei and \ ariation in general,

might be the result (Linnaeus, 1762b).

Toward the end of his life, Linnaeus developed larger ideas as to how much
plant diversity could be explained by h\bridi/alion (see particularly Hofsten,

1 958; and Larson, 1971). The details of these complex theories need not concern

us here, but the basic results of hybridization at any level would be expected

to be the apparent physical dominance of the father but the taxonomic dom-
inance of the mother. God created organisms with medulla covered by the
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principles of the various kinds of cortex: these were the ordincs naturales.

Successive hybridizations produced genera, species, and varieties (Linnaeus,

1764; see Bremekamp, 1953, and Larson, 1971, for translations). Bremekamp

(1953) calculated that up to 2 16,000 species could be produced by this whole

process —rather more than the 10,000 or so Linnaeus believed existed. During

these hybridizations, what was originally undifferentiated medulla is gradually

modified by the different cortices that God had created.

Bremekamp (1953) saw this hybridization theory (as in Linnaeus, 1762b,

1764) as justifying the levels of the Linnaean hierarchy. He thus suggested that

it not only explained the generation oftaxom i iii tiversit) in plants, but also

the fact that there was a taxonomic hierarchy. However, it should not be

forgotten that there are five levels of the Linnaean hierarchy— the four just

mentioned, as well as the classes into which the ordines naturales were grouped.

Also, there were suggestions that hybridization provided Linnaeus with a reason

why his families (ordines naturales) could not be defined. Problems surrounding

the definition of such families were not simply caused by the tension between

the recognition of such families by their habit and their definition in terms of

fructification characters. Hybridization might even lead to the recombination

of these fructification characters, which would mean that they would not be

restricted to any particular family (Malmestrom & Uggla, 1957; cf. Larson,

1971; see also above). But hybridization between species or even genera would

not necessarily disturb the economy of nature (Atran, 1990; see also below);

the properties of congeneric plants are largely the same and are unaffected by

hybridization (Linnaeus i 62b) l-'inalh il ill possible hybrid combinations

are produced, the "Form" thai taxonomic div< rsu> taki s is hkeb lo be v. n

regular, and depending on the nature of the interactions of cortex with medulla,

without any particular gaps (Eriksson, 1 983), a subject to which we now turn.

Continuity and the Cortex- Medulla Theory

Linnaeus, although believing both species and genera to be discrete, consid-

ered that at higher taxonomic levels there were no particular gaps. 10 Linnaeus's

great interest in the peloria \ ai iant ol intirrhinum (see the thesis De Peloria,

defended by Rudberg; Linnaeus. I 744) shows his concern over change that

transgressed established boundaries, felon n was an example: how could a genus

arise de novo, since genera were immutable and discrete? But Peloria could be

fitted into his general taxonomic scheme of discrete, generic-level entities.

Additionally, in De Peloria the intermediate nature of corals, Abraham Trem-

bley's work on polyps, and the production of wingless aphids by winged aphids

also received attention. All these phenomena were later integrated with his

ideas of systematic continuity at higher taxonomic levels, although it was

perhaps not so much the change from winged to wingless in aphids that was

emphasized by the later Linnaeus, but the way in which they reproduced.

v noted ilul allhoui'Ji !
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The comparison of the vegetative bud with a polyp, and of seeds with an

egg-bearing animal (e.g., Linnaeus, 1749), was important in heralding the in-

tegration of the cortex-medulla theory with ideas of continuity (for a good

treatment of this, see Broberg, 1985). Practically all the different aspects of the

theory were involved. The thesis Animalia Composita (Linnaeus, 1759a) pre-

sented the justification for Linnaeus's remodeling of the arrangement adopted

in the last part of the animal kingdom in the tenth edition of the Systema

Naturae (Linnaeus, 1758), a rearrangement that can be understood only in the

context of the cortex-medulla theory. As noted above, Linnaeus frequently

compared the medulla to part or all of the nervous system of animals, and in

the thesis Animalia Composita, for example, animals were said to have the

same general cortex-medulla construction as plants (see also Linnaeus, 1759d;

Lindroth, 1983; Broberg, 1985). The medulla of plants was equivalent to the

spinal medulla of animals, that is, to the spinal cord itself. Thus all organisms

possessed the cortex-medulla type of construction. However, the constraint

exercised on the medulla spelled one of the differences between most animals

and plants. The latter were composite organisms because the medulla was able

to push through the cortex and form buds; in animals, the medulla remained

strictly enclosed by cortex, so buds could not form and the organism remained

simple. Plants were branched, and this branching was the manifestation of the

inherent multiplicative property of the medulla (see below). But in worms and

some other animals, there was also no constraint to the medulla, no hard

vertebral column, and so the medulla could escape in the same way as it did

in plants (Linnaeus, 1759a). Thus a single articulation of Taenia had life, just

as a single articulation of the rool (rhizome) of Triticum repens could give rise

to a complete new plant (Linnaeus, 1767a). Composite animals were placed

next to flowering plants in Linna« us'< sclu me of things (see Table 2).

In Table 2, the distribution of this feature along with others that come from

plant and animal construction are superposed on Linnaeus's grouping of the

Vermes (see Linnaeus, 1758). The class Vermes ended with three orders. The

first, the Testacea, were bivalve and gastropod mollusks in which a single animal

was covered by a hard shell. The next group, the Lithophyta, were "composite

molluscan animals, sprouting out from strong underlying coral in which they

are grafted and which they build" {ibid., p. 789). A shell is there, but in this

group the animals , • - , | . i - n . .. i >i< «
1- mnected. Linnaeus

described the animals involved as nereids, which he would probably have put

in the order Intestina if they had not been enclosed in stony matrix, or as

hydroids, which he would likely have placed in his last order, the newly cir-

cumscribed Zoophyta, if they had been free living (see Linnaeus, 1745, for

earlier arguments as to whether corals were plants, animals, or stones, and if

animals, whether tl -. --
i to bi classified by the coverings or the organisms

contained). The Zoophyta consisted of "composite flowering animals with an

animated body (stirps vegetans)
1

' {ibid., p. 799), one of its members, Hydra,

being described as a sensitive flower (note that the Zoophyta were originally

placed with plants— e.g., Linnaeus, 1737).

These three orders, particularly the Zoophyta, were all more or less anom-
alous in the context of typically animalian features. The Zoophyta in particular
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Table 2. The Lirmaean sea la at the juncture of animals and plants. 1

ANIMALIA - VERMES PLANTAE

stina Mollusca Testacea Lithophyta Zoophyta

£ Echinus -*

plates

"credo belongs to the Intestin (se. I inaeir I lb Ibi problem in classifying shells; and

The animals inhabiting the I llliophvia belonj', either to the Mollusca (ALrm) or the Zoophyta

'The "flowers" of tlu 'ooih i ire i mil lei i I \oIInh\i. il li'a ooplnn rare!) to Mcdusn

i..i Ihihu oi /, n.i , n I inn leu mv i ml nn . i ihk mi . li i ill il I he,

d probably have been placed In Linnaeus in his lnieslina. Serpuhi penis, however, is a
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were constructed like plants, yet they were more obviously like animals in their

behavior. They often had roots; they were generally caulescent, with life mul-

tiplying in branches; they had buds that could be removed; and they meta-

morphosed into an animate flower that had the power of voluntary movement
and that itself changed into seed-bearing capsules (Linnaeus, 1758, p. 643).

Although the Zoophytes lacked leaves, Linnaeus (e.g., 1751b) suggested that

the leaves of a plant might indeed be organs of motion that were passively

moved by the wind. The articulations of the Zoophytes were the "exuviae" of

the animal, solid cortical tissue, the result of a process similar to that by which

the cortex of the bark changed into solid wood (Linnaeus, 1759a). Linnaeus

noted that the Zoophyte Hydra behaved like Salix in that its separated buds

could grow into independent organisms; 11 the ability of Salix cuttings to grow

so readily provided him with a good example of the role of the medulla in

vegetative growth, just as its catkins provided an early example of prolepsis.

The last genus in the Zoophyta, Volvox, included V. globator, which as we have

already noted showed yet another plantlike feature, prolepsis. To summarize,

the species placed in the Zoophyta and Lithophyta were complex organisms

in which the notion of individuality developed for higher animals was inap-

propriate, but which were more plantlike in this respect as well. The Zoophyta

even included Taenia, the tapeworm, which had earlier been classified in the

Vermes-Reptilia (Linnaeus, 1756; of the Vermes-Intestina of Linnaeus, 1758),

but which Linnaeus came to believe was also a composite organism, the ar-

ticulations of which had internal flowers!

Table 2 shows clearly the nature of Linnaean continuity with an overlapping,

catenalike distribution of characters, all of which come from Linnaeus's un-

derstanding of the cortex-medulla theory; we can find no other relevant char-

acters. It is interesting that both Linnaeus (e.g., 1759a, p. 4) and Fabricius (in

Giseke, 1792, pp. [2], 4) used the word "catena" in the same context of con-

tinuity. Plantlike features are found in many animals, so making the distinction

between the two somewhat a matter of taste. As can also be seen from this

table, features of plants do not simply overlap into animals, being found

throughout major taxonomic groups. They may occur in only a part of these

groups— a part that Linnaeus placed immediately adjacent to groups in which

these features were constant. In a world in which continuity rules, "groups"

are circumscribed by more or less arbitrarily selected characters and cannot be

defined by covarying characters (see also Lamarck, 1778).

Note that in the Testacea and Lithophyta, Linnaeus gave the general identity

of the organism inhabiting the hard covering the particular nature of which

defined these groups— e.g., "Animalia Teredo." In the Zoophyta there are

comparable references to these organisms, but as flowers: for example, "Flores

"Abraham Trembiey's then recent, but already celebrated, work on Hydra p,
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Medusae" and "Flores Hydrae." It is interesting to see that the actual meta-

morphosis represented by the appearance of those flowers was interpreted as

being more like that of plants than that of insects, since the zoophyte flower

did not separate from its stalk, unlike the imago of the insect (Linnaeus, 1 762b).

From the Zoophyta with their "flowers" and largely vegetable (flowering-plant)

type of construction, it was of course a short step to the flowering plants, the

next group in the scheme of things. It should be remembered, however, that

Linnaeus (e.g., 1766a) considered the Zoophyta to be the link among all three

kingdoms, the mineral kingdom included.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to follow the linkages within flowering plants

by studying the arrangement of plants in the Genera Plantarum or the Species

Plantarum, since both followed the sexual system that did not represent natural

relationships as Linnaeus saw them. The fragments of a natural arrangement

that Linnaeus (e.g., 1738, 1751a) produced lack the characterization of the

groups recognized that might allow the kind of analysis presented here to be

taken further. However, the partially characterized groups in Giseke (1792)

may be susceptible to such an analysis, although the form that the continuity

is likely to take will probably not be linear, as the illustration of the relationships

of these groups {ibid., figure facing p. [623]) suggests. Of course, any "combi-

natorial" hybridization of cortex and medulla (see above) is also unlikely to

generate linear continuity. Although Linnaeus grouped genera into natural

families, from Giseke's figures it is clear that some genera bridged gaps between

groups; there were also plants not yet discovered that might fill the gaps. In

addition, a property of "natural" groups in a world of continuity needs em-

phasizing here. Such groups contain a portion of the real (continuous) order

yet are artificial in that their boundaries are not evident in nature. That our

groups have more or less "real" boundaries should not blind us to the distinctive

nature of Linnaean higher taxa (as well as those of Lamarck and De Jussieu).

Volvox chaos, Chaos protheus, and Unrestrained Medulla

The last species mentioned in the first volume of the tenth edition of the

Systema Naturae (Linnaeus, 1758) is I 'olvox chaos, which Linnaeus found to

lack definite form, in this respect being "more inconstant than Prometheus

(sic)" {ibid., p. 821). In the twelfth edition of the Systema Naturae, Linnaeus

( 1 767b) again remodeled the last part of the Zoophyta, and he added the genera

Furia and Chaos, tl latter including t<
'

!
' he erstwhile Volvox

chaos, and other minute organisms. (The word "chaos" has several connota-

tions: Chaos was a primordial world of disorder, formlessness, and confusion;

II inn u n . g« hi , , /; los ,.,,. a nainh ill llu . . )

Linnaeus (1767a) included details of recent discoveries of submicroscopic

life in the thesis Mu/nhin, tuvisihilcni If dr.. ussed Otto von Munchhausen"s

work on fungi both extensively and with approval. Von Miinchhausen had

claimed to have found animalcules developing from the seeds of such fungi as

Vstilayo. Lycoperdttm. and Ayanciis, so perhaps making fungi animal, rather

than plant, in nature. 12 Linnaeus ( 1 767a) speculated that fungi might better be

put in a new kingdom, perhaps along with polyps and infusoria ("Moleculae

vivae"). He (1767b) placed the animalcules coming from fungi in the genus
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Chaos (as C. fungomm and ( '. ustilago). ( haos being the genus that contained

infusoria and animalcules of all sorts. Linnaeus even thought some diseases

were perhaps caused by organisms that should be placed in this genus. To
Ramsbottom (1941, p. 297) this recognition of the genus Chaos represented a

"lamentable lapse" on Linnaeus's part: "So acute in his sense of affinities, so

sure footed in so many different fields, Linnaeus here came sadly to grief." But

Munchhausen's findings must first be interpreted from Linnaeus's point of

view (for other literature on Mtinchhausen, see Ramsbottom, 1941; Ainsworth,

1976; Broberg, 1985) Chaos \\w\\ luted readily into the general superstructure

of the cortex-medulla theory.

This new kingdom to which Linnaeus alluded was intermediate between the

animal and plant kingdoms ("neutrum seu chaoticum vocetur"— Linnaeus,

1 767a, p. 1 2). It was, however, not so much in disorder as made up of organisms

lacking precise form. Thus the last scholium in the thesis addressed the issue

of whether these smallest animals were pure medulla, lacking an organic body.

Pure medulla might be the seal of life, yet it was formless, or at least without

constant form; only when constrained by and interacting with the cortex was

definite form generated.

Iniddiii'»n th< I Muik Mu m , if .mi"! ' honld \- elopinto in \<> .• opu .'< im,

would surely find ready resonance in Linnaeus since he had earlier (1751a)

noted that the fungi were in classificatory chaos, with specific and varietal limits

being indistinct because of the lack of constant form in these organisms. Perhaps

the problem with fungi was that they lacked much hard cortex; to Giseke (1 792),

probably reflecting Linnaeus's later thoughts on the subject, this lack certainly

explained how fast fungi grew (here Giseke is apparently reporting on his studies

with Linnaeus in 1771). The variability of fungi, the greatest of any plant, again

occasioned comment. It was almost to be expected that classification, which

depended on constant morphology (this in turn depending on the interactions

of rigid cortex and medulla), would be so difficult in the fungi.

Animation was the major characteristic of life, a characteristic that resided

in the medulla. Linnaeus (1767a, p. 19; see also above) even considered the

possibility that the medulla of the inanimate plant itself might be animated,

although being constrained by the cortex it could not show this property. Small

wonder that when organisms were made up of pure medulla they showed active

movement and sensitivity, but not constant form.

Linnaeus toyed with the idea that the relationship between the plant and
animal kingdoms was similar to the metamorphosis that occurred in the de-

velopment of plants and insects, that of the plant in particular occurring during

prolepsis and the shedding of its covering ("ut viderentur ipsa naturae adyta

penetrari detegendo prolepsin transformatum per antipraegnationem" —Lin-

naeus, 1 767a, p. 20). Zoophytes also showed this metamorphosis, but becoming
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more like animals in the process ("per metamorphosin abire in animalia, que-

madmodumplantae in Mores" (ibid.)); hence, plants could possibly metamor-

phose into animals— witness Miinchhausen's findings. So prolepsis, metamor-

phosis, and the cortex-medulla theory were adequate to the challenge presented

by this unexpected microscopic world, although clearly an even larger issue is

raised-that oftlu laiu i ion lite itself (Broberg, 1985). Pre-

formation was. however, clearly not involved (see also Farley, 1982, but cf.

Goethe, 1891, p. 322).

Goethe, De Candolle, and Metamorphosis

Goethe developed his ideas on the relationship between the appendicular

organs of plants in his Versueh die Metamorphose der I'Jlanzen zu Erkldren

(Goethe, 1790; additional references are to the translation by Arber. 1946)

during his travels in Italy, and especially in Sicily in early 1786.

On the surface there is general congruence between Linnaeus's and Goethe's

views on plant form, both involving a fundamental similarity between organs

of the plant that appeared at first sight distinct. Goethe emphasized annual

plants (Arber, 1946), while Linnaeus stressed perennials and trees, although as

we have seen, the latter did not entirely ignore annuals (to Goethe, Linnaeus's

ideas seemed to mean that annuals were plains originally destined by nature

to live for six years). In his almost exclusive consideration of the above-ground,

appendicular parts of the plant, Goethe effectively deemphasized Linnaeus's

downward, vegetative movement, being little concerned with the root, but so

was Linnaeus in his morphological writings. Goethe considered that the gen-

erativi lissn ol'ihi plant' is ihi 1
1 bei . not the medulla, and that the various

parts of the flower represented a scries of expansions and contractions of tissue

under the influence ol . n r-i ion -refined sap. He saw all seven appendicular

parts of the plant (1 i u imci fruit, and seed) as

representing six steps, three successive expansions and contractions: stem leaves

(expansion) and calyx (contraction), petals (expansion) and sexual organs (con-

traction), and fruit (great expansion) and seed (great contraction). This idea of

the development of the plant is more complete than that in most versions of

Linnaeus's theory of prolepsis (but cf. Linnaeus, 1746), all parts of the plant

being involved; Goethe also did not discuss particular tissues not being re-

sponsible for producing particular organs. Goethe emphasized the interchange-

ability of floral and vegetative organs, citing evidence very similar to that given

by Linnaeus and placing great weight on teratologies like doubled flowers and

on transitional organs. For Goethe, the group of structures that Linnaeus called

nectaries played an important role both in the progressive refinement of the

sap of the flower, refined sap being needed for the production of the sexual

organs, and in demonstrating intcrmediacy in form between the petals and the

IiiuTiTii in nature (see. for example, Turpin, 1815; St
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The main difference between Goethe and Linnaeus is less in the detail of

their explanations of how tissue and form were generated, although there are

substantial differences, and more in the role these ideas played in their thought.

The two belonged to entirely different intellectual generations. At the risk of

oversimplification (see below), h an ;aid thai Linnaeus ultimately needed
constant and discrete characters to be able to classify, and his theories on
metamorphosis, prolepsis, and hybridization involve a fairly precise and cir-

cumscribed causality of form. Goethe, on the other hand, adopted a more
Neoplatonic approach, seeing unity in nature, indeed in life as a whole, and
was looking for ideas behind (or in front of) manifest form, more real than the

form itself. That form might intergrade was not worrying but the reverse.

Goethe (1891, 1901) himself considered Linnaeus's approach limited.

There was a further connection between the two men. When Goethe devel-

oped his ideas in 1 786, he had with him an old edition of the Genera Plantarum
(Goethe, 1890; probably ed. 4, published in 1752). He had also apparently

read the Philasophia lioianica C lueiler. 1952), in which, as we have seen,

Linnaeus's ideas on metamorphosis were clearly, if concisely, expressed. Goethe
of course made repeated reference to Linnaeus when he later wrote the Versuch

die Metamorphose de> Pflanzen zu Erklaren. Ideas of metamorphosis are gen-

erally evident in Linnaeu . oi from the 1750's onward. Goethe's actual

discovery of the idea of metamorphosis was, according to his own accounts

(e.g., Mueller, 1952), independent.

De Candolle (e.g., 1 827, Vol. 1 ; sec also Guedes, 1972), who also developed

the notion of the fundamental similarity of all the appendicular parts of the

plant, did so largely independently of both Goethe and Linnaeus; he could not

even read German. His ideas are best expressed in his V"heorie Elementaire

(1813) and esp; i. 11- n tfi. i ii ^oio^iap/nc l "!><.'ia/c ( I 82 i In th lormvi ihe

evidence foi this si dl ty cai I at! in rmediacy of form of different

organs and the relationship between parts in "normal" flowers, but in the latter

he made more of e\ idence rom ti i itology and also noted briefly the effects of

cultivation and the amount of sap on whether or not a plant would flower. He
was early (e.g., 1807) interested in the doubling of flowers. He incorporated

some of Goethe's ti rmi iol( g into his work but apparently largely ignored

Linnaeus. This was perhaps because it had long been evident to De Candolle

that Linnaeus's notio i thai the pistil was made up of pith could not be true of

the monocotyledons (De Candolle's "Endogens"). De Candolle (in Lamarck &
De Candolle, 1805) and others considered that the monocotyledons had no
pith. (Compare Lamarck, 1778 —he considered pith to be essential for life, its

death with age causing the death of the individual.) Although he largely used

the same kind of evidence for establishing the similarity of appendicular parts

of the plant as did Linnaeus, he did not cite Linnaeus; the approach of Grew
and Malpighi was clearly more congenial to him.

De Candolle was perhaps primarily a taxonomist; his morphological work
helped his taxonomic studies in that it made the often variable and deceptively

simple structure of the flower more comprehensible and regular to him and
helped in the development of his ideas of floral "symmetry" (not the same as

"type" —Stevens, 1984a). De Candolle's emphasis on the similarity of sepals,

petals, leaves, and i!\ i,. - .
i nmcdiatelv seen by his contemporaries as
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being of great importance, and it was singled out for attention in several of his

obituaries (e.g., Dunal, 1842; Brongniart, 1846). Dc Candolle's work initially

stimulated a rather typological approach to floral organization in people like

Michel Dunal, Christian Moquin-Tandon, and Auguste de Sainte-Hilaire. Since,

however, the limits of plant groups remained vague, the typological approach

did not flourish in systematics (Stevens, 1984b).

he Cortex-Medulla Doctrine

Someof Linnaeus's predecessors had ideas that are -or might be- supposed

to have had some influence on the cortex-medulla theory (see also Guedes,

1969). We discuss briefly some aspects of the work of Cesalpino, Mariotte,

Grew, Malpighi, and Vaillant, so as to understand more clearly the background

to Linnaeus's work.

Andrea Cesalpino, the r

(1751a) to be the first, anc

acknowledged (Linnaeus, 1738.1 749) to be the immediate source of the cortex-

medulla theory. There is no detailed treatment of his work, although Greene

I'*' i, I .. i. I- u< i • i p) pm id« d .in en ti\ into the literature. Cesalpino

is n.i o \mi<mli, ii ili i i Ins Ik (I L >t,a li niiin > npatcticamm Libri

V (which we have not seen) being of importance in this context. Characters of

the fructification, and particularly those of the seed, were most important in

classification for Cesalpino because the multitude of parts they provided al-

lowed distinctions between groups to be made (Cesalpino, 1 583; see also Mor-

ton, 1981). But they were, ol coui >e, also vi \ important functionally, being

involved in that vital aspect of the plant's life, reproduction; they were vege-

tative substance allowing the plant to reproduce (Cesalpino, 1583).

The cortex-medulla distinction and the role of those two parts in the life of

the plant pervade many of the introductory chapters of book 1 of Cesalpino's

work, but as Sachs (1 890) correctly observed, the relation between plant organs

and these tissues is different from thai usu II d cribed b> Linnaeus (but cf.

Linnaeus, 1 747). Leaves in general were indeed produced from the cortex. Thus

Cesalpino suggested that deciduous leaves were produced from the outer cortex,

evergreen leaves from die inner cortex (liber Cesalpino, 1583). The calyx and

corolla, both on occasion called leaves (folium), were also of cortical origin,

but the stamens (flocci) were not mentioned in this context. They were small,

and their importance for reproduction was then unknown. It is in the discussion

of the origins of the different parts of the fruit that the cortex-medulla distinction

is most focused. The fruit arose from the inside of the plant and was made up

of three tissues, medulla, lignum, and cortex, which in turn formed the seed

and the woody ("cortex") and fleshy ("pericarp'") parts of the fruit (ibid., p.

18). The fruit develo] I after thi flo ei tin tigma plus style ("stamen") of

the former being the young fruit (ibid., pp. 14, 19; see also Sachs, 1890).

The position ol in nedul provide* lurihcr c> lence of its nature and

significance, there being the overwhelming power of the analogy that Cesalpino

(1583, p. 3; translated in Sachs, 1890, p. 46) drew at some length between the

vital parts of animals and plants. Nature always concealed the principles of
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life ("vitalia principia") in the innermost parts, such as the viscera in animals.

Hence in plants the principle ("principium") was to be found not within the

corii mi itu re i it< ? lalb - ilu i
i in the internal medulla-of which much

was in the stem but not in the root. The heart or soul of the plant, the "cor,"

1 the stem but extended throughout the plant,

leaves and fruits followed the nature of the

cortex, the internal seeds that of the medulla.

Cesalpino's ideas on the parts of plants, their origins, development, and
relationships need a more extended treatment than can be given here. However,
it may be noted that catkins provided him with a challenge; he thought that

in such structures flowers had changed into a different substance— more spe-

cifically, that the amentum was produced from the seat of the flower, with the

"stamina" (pistils) forming the ament and the petals and sepals ("folia") and
stamens degenerating into scales (Cesalpino, 1 583; Sachs, 1 890). Other flowers

were also distinctive in the context of this discussion. Cesalpino surmised that

m Ornithoiiulum a id Hcllchoru ie calyx and corolla were joined, since the

leafy organs surrounding the flower were green on the outside and colored on
the inside. The flowers of Cui urbita i nd Punii a presented a different problem:

here the calyx was continuous with the outer cortex of the fruit, the flower

originating from the fruit ("flos in radice fructus exoritus" —Cesalpino, 1583,

p. 16; Greene, 1983, p. 820). Cesalpino also noted the rarity of plants in which
flowers were borne directly on branches with thick bark and the progressive

purification of the sap of the plant in the flower.

In none of the other works mentioned below (or in Guedes, 1969) does the

cortex-medulla distinction assume such prominence. Nehemiah Grew (col-

lected in his Anatomy of Flams, 1 682: see also Arber, 1941, and Morton, 1981)

indeed noted that there were only two parts of the plant that were fundamentally

("essentially") distinct: the pithy part and the ligneous part, "or such others as

are analogous to either of these" (Grew, 1682, "Philosophical History," p. 19).

However, in his discussion of the anatomy of different plant organs, including

seed and fruit, Grew emphasized not "pith" and "wood" but the particular

nature of the tissues making up these parts. Although the several tissues of the

plant were compounds of these two parts (Grew, 1682, "Anatomy") there were

other interesting levels of analysis.

However, the pith was very important because sap moved through it in large

part, and the energy and nutritive quality of the sap determined the particular

part of the plant that developed; in general, there was progressive purification

of the sap as it moved through the plant (Grew, 1682, "Anatomy"). The flower

promoted the ascent of the sap, so if there was no flower, the fruit would die.

If the flowers were large, much sap would be present, but it would be used up
by the flower "like a greedy Nurse, that prepares the Meat for her Child, and
then eats it up herself" (Grew, 1682, "Anatomy," p. 37). The intrinsic rate of

ascent of the sap of a species w as ilso important; grapes, with rapidly ascending

sap, had almost no flower since no increase in sap that the flower could provide

This is not so different from either the physiological-balance theory of de-

velopment that Linnaeus propounded, or the ideas put forward by EdmeMariotte
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(1679), although Sachs (1890) attributed to Mariotte in particular Linnaeus's

idea that the medulla grows by extending itself and its envelopes in a form of

intussusception; the pressure of the sap makes the parts of the plant expand.

Mariotte (1679, pp. 54, 55) noted that in cuttings the pith ("mouelle
,,

) imbibes

water like a sponge "and transmits it in the little fibers between the bark and

the wood, from where it is pushed in part towards the end of the base to

produce roots at the extremity of the little point, . . . and in part to the nodes

which are in the air, to make the buds there swell up, and to make them extend

in branches and leaves." In his extended analogy between plant and animal

nutrition, Mariotte conceived of the former as progressive purification of the

sap after initial "digestion" by the root.

Guedes (1969) discussed at length the several indications Grew gave that he

recognized an equivalence among cotyledons, leaves, and even calyx and co-

rolla. Such equivalence was widely noted. Marcello Malpighi (1686), who with

Grew is considered to be a founder of plant anatomy, discussed such transitions

extensively (sec also Mobius, 1901; Arbcr, 1941; Guedes, 1969). Sebastian

Vaillant, in his important Sermoch' Strucmra riorum {\ 18) Steam. 19

Larson, 1971. Stafli u i" , d al lai ly with sexual reproduction in plants.

However, when discussing the transition of stamens and carpels into petals in

doubled flowers, he adopted a style of explanation very similar to Grcw's (see

also Guedes, 1969).

Enough has been said to discern the relationship between Linnaeus and earlier

authors in the context of the cortex medulla theory. The general outline of this

theory as found in Linnaeus is evident in Cesalpino (1583), although some

details diilei ubsi itialh (
'< ilpmo emphasis \ is on the fruit and seed, the

functions of the fiower being poorly understood in his time (see Greene, 1983).

Linnaeus, stimulated especially by the discovery of the sexual functions of the

different parts of the flower, focused more on the flower. Cesalpino emphasized

the mip.,11 i, » ill mi. null m<< Inn i a. a ,n i in a itu pi n , - L n ll

principles of life resided, hence Linnaeus's (1738) early suggestion that the

flower represented the insides of the plant exposed by the tearing of the cortex.

By and large, similar flowers presented problems to both Cesalpino and Lin-

irdCus—Ornithoxalum and talk in bearing plants figure prominently in the work

of both. Embryonic ideas of the transformation, metamorphosis, or general

equivalence of plant parts were widespread, being evident in the works of Grew,

Malpighi, Vaillant. and other authors (see Arbcr. 1946; Guedes, 1969).

The expansive power of the sap is alluded to in Mariotte's work, while the

constrictive effect o! k< m i.\ on the development of flowers and fruits

was suggested by Cesalpino. The general idea of plant nutrition in the seven-

teenth and early eighteenth centuries, exemplified in the work of Mariotte and

Grew in particular, is that of progressive purification of the sap coming from

the roots, but there was known to be movement of fluid in the other direction

as well. The development of particular plant structures was generally considered

to be dependent on the presence of the right kind or amount of sap.

Cesalpino himself developed the cortex-medulla theory from a rather ten-

tative analyses of the plant advanced by Theophrastus (for details, see also

Greene, 1983). Theophrastus distinguished between core and bark, with wood
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occupying a somewhat ambivalent position— perhaps a part of the bark or a

tissue coordinate with it. This is the third level of organization; these tissues

are in turn made up of varying amounts of flesh, fibers, and sap, while moisture

and warmth are the fundamental properties of the plant body (the formal

structure of Grew's idea of the plant is similar to this). The composition of

plant organs is discussed (Theophrastus, 1 9 1 6) in terms of the tissues making
up id. m . )i, I

i •-
l t

I , ,.. in an .i lu lin ' v nil arguments later advanced by
Linnaeus and others rhe >phi istus (1976) noted that the distribution of food

in the tree affected fruiting, excessive food to the vegetative growth being

prejudicial to the fruit and leading to a failure to bear.

DISCUSSION

Linnaeus's classically inspired idea that in the flower the inner structure of

the plant, its real structure, becomes e\ idem to the human eye is central to an
understanding of his botanical thought in particular, but to much else besides.

The medulla, the form-generating part of the plant, entered most completely

into the formation of the pistil ind se< I in I was surrounded by structures

representing th( different pans of [In corn- Ih< < >rte especially in its veg-

etative aspect, was largeh dispo: ihle from the point of view of the adult plant,

and this, when joined with his vi \ on plain exuali ji nil I ih emj iasi

on the characters of the fructification in the formation of natural genera (e.g.,

Linnaeus, 175 la). The cortex-medulla theory is also intimately involved in the

notion of both prolepsis and metamorphosis, and to a considerable extent in

the broad outlines of his arrangement and understanding of living beings,

especially of plants and "planllikt?" animals.

Clearly, Linnaeus's development of this idea in plants was also influenced

by discoveries about Hydra. 1'n/vo.x. the "individuality" of each segment of
the tapeworm, and so on, as extensively detailed by Broberg (1985), but Bro-

berg's thesis (p. 167) that "zoology rather than botany steered Linne's mental
icti\it\ is perhaps i 1ml own Uited To him (p. 162), "The reproduction

observed for the polyp had to affect the conception of reproduction in the main,

and it is necessary 1 i I
. isonal marrow-bark [medulla-

cortex] doctrine in light of what the polyp-tapeworm had enlightened him
about; less so as a result of his botany." In a somewhat similar vein, Larson

(1971, p. 106) note J il Linn had ta n n ne of this theory [the cortex-

medulla theory] as early as 1738, but he only found a use for it fifteen years

later" in his ideas about hybridization. In the thesis Taenia (Linnaeus, 1748)

the animal body is indeed discussed in much the same style, although with a

terminology rather different from that Linnaeus adopted very soon afterward

for plants. However, the cortex-medulla theory is evident in his earliest work.

The classical flower became integrated into a new, all-encompassing vision,

but the general background to this was accessible to even the young Linnaeus.

The assertion that there was a fundamental similarity among all the appen-
dicular parts of the plant, whether via metamorphosis or anticipation, is the

In particular, the theory of prolepsis, or anticipation, seems itself not to have
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been anticipated in any detail in earlier literature. Linnaeus considered ins

ideas on prolepsis to he very important (he wrote concerning prolepsis in one

of his autobiographical fragments, "Nobody has penetrated further into the

secrets of the creation" (Pulteney, 1805, p. 558)); the mysteries of Nature were

revealing themselves to him. Linnaeus (1760c, pp. 1, 2; see also Linnaeus,

1763) strongly asserted that his ideas were new:

Nobody will readily have doubted that the nature of the plant is much simpler

than that of animals to such a degree that it is not surprising if in the latter it

is difficult to penetrate in - th inn< i re. esses of the science. Malpighi and

Grew themselves attempted to prepare the way using anatomy, Hales and

others by physiology. In truth I have advanced by a third way proposed by

me, the lead to be followed in section 10, p. 826, in the Systema Naturae [ed.

10, 1759b, in part translated above], so that others who are unaccustomed to

it can follow it without a mistake.

This is by way of introduction It) th- ! icse Prolepsis I'hintantm, in which

he developed the pai ll< 11 tween the growth of the flower and that of the

vegetative shoot. 01 coui e 1 inn -us was in general not one to hide his light

under a bushel; he also th i htthathi I ig u nts of a natural method were a

masterpiece, and tl he! hi id don as of similar importance (Mal-

mesirom & Uggla. 1957: Larson. 1971: Lmdroth. 1983).

Here, perhaps, is a cldiihejtM ii "hi* 1" " " l! (t
> '

dlsmi >
] " "' M

mists as mere liker; ii
' - in -

I (tanophiles— whose work did not pertain to

the science of botany (Linnaeus. 1 736b. 1 75 1 a). Stephen Hales, Johann Gesner,

and Christian Theophilus Ludwig, all interested in the "laws" of botany, the

anatomists Grew and Malpighi, and the physiologist Bernhard Feldman were

all included in this sorr\ grot p Hied disc eries, whether in anatomy or

physiology, did not pertain to an understanding of that aspect of plants by

which their essenci wa: all d ind their form in general made manifest.

Those physiologists who were included among the "philosophers" of botany-

Thomas Millington. Joachim Camerarius, Vaillant, and Johann Gustav Wahl-

bom-were mentioned because their work contributed to an understanding of

plant sexuahn This \ oi mu< h m >re central importance to Linnaeus's thought

than findings on cell structure, and he credited Millington and colleagues with

having revealed the laws of nature and the mystery of sex. Earlier, Linnaeus

(e.g., 1741) had cha i< i
- h »rk ofthebotanophiles by its lack of interest

in the fundamentals of botany; that is. it was not involved in the disposition

of plants (into S] i> n i i
< lei classes) oi in their naming.

It may also be noted that Linnaeus (1751a) observed, albeit '

reluctance, that the use of a lens was i

sexual system, despite some people's protestations. Microscopes were, however,

essential in anatomical work, even if an anatomist like Grew deliberately started

out by recording what the unaided eye could see, only after that using a lens.

Interestingly, Linnaeus seems to have been dissuaded by Albinus (probably

Bernard Sigefrcd Albinus; see Mirbel, 1810) from following up on an initial

wish to study anatomy. Anatomy and taxonomy did not begin to be integrated
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that nevertheless existed and so could not be entirely dismissed. This point is

a very important one. As Guedes (1969) correctly observed, in this new way
of looking at a plant, Linnaeus paid close attention to teratological phenomena
and similar variation that he necessarily ignored when working on the limits

of genera in the sexual system. Examples of the term "varietas" included double

and proliferous flowers and other trivial variation of no taxonomic importance
(Linnaeus, 1744). Lu ^uriai I flo^ rs, including both the double and proliferous

flowers mentioned above, were always monstrous, never natural (Linnaeus,

1751a). All double flowers wen I n > ies, and variety never could be

the basis of real species(] innaeu; 1 62b). This was reasonable from Linnaeus's

taxonomic viewpoint. The essences of species never changed, so how could

these variants, the < tpn ;si m ol - hich often depended on the fertility of the

ground in which tlu weregrown i pi ; m th: i essence? (However, see Rams-
bottom, 1939.) In Linnaeus's morphological work they could, however, be

evidence of the potentiality of plant form. In this alternative way of under-

standing plants, what is accidental variation in one situation becomes important

evidence of the real nature of structure in another.

As with Goethe, then is no leai idea ol a u^ 14 or ideal plant in Linnaeus's

morphological writings then is simply a continuum of form. Although at first

sight all appendicular organs are best interpreted as modified leaves (this is a

reading of some passages in Linnaeus-e.g., 1760c, p. 19), this would seem to

run counter to Linnaeus's statements that the anthers, stigmas, and seeds were

the essential parts of the flower: how could structures essential at high levels

of classification be modified from those essential only at low levels? However,
since Linnaeus noted that the medulla was involved in the production of all

appendicular organs, the leaf or calyx could be considered simply as two parts

of the "shoot" from the cortex modified by the medulla; the taxonomically

most important structures were those closest to the maternal forces in the

medulla.

Thus the form-making potentiality of the plant largely or entirely resided in

the cortex, although for its expression in visible form involvement of the cortex

with the medulla was essential. That the pistil (largely pure medulla) changed
its form in some terata is not to be interpreted as a demonstration of the

interchangeability of medulla and cortex (cf. Guedes, 1969) but simply as the

medulla failing to penetrate the cortex or penetrating it more strongly than was
usual in a flower (a discussion on staminate flowers is along the same lines

-

Linnaeus, 1 763). The medulla stimulated the production of organs appropriate

to the balance of physiological forces in the plant, only in the pistil perhaps in

part determining form. Otherwise the medulla itself was largely formless; even
in the flower it could be argued that carpels took different forms, especially in

terata, because they had a thin cortical covering, although Linnaeus does not

seem to have gone that far. 15 However, his explanation of the malleability of

structures and to which all others must ultimately be reducible; all appendicular organs are not

modified leaves, or modifn il am ,1 ing 1 1 e for thai matter (see also Arber, 1946).
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form in species o\'(/nu>.s and Ins theory of hybridization, in which God created

a single medulla thai became differentiated only b\ contact with a series of

different cortices during successive hybridizations, confirm that pure medulla

lacked particular form.

Hence Linnaeus had achieved a tank comprehensive explanation of the

material cause of form, flu- substance of the organism (cortex) was dissociated

from the essence (m< lull i) th H g< net ited thi form that substance assumed,

and essence becam m utesi n .ubstancc. The efficient cause of plant form

is the physiologK.ii b lai « ilu< > lesi ibed abe\ . but Inbridization and

continuity compromis in} ttempl o maki simplistic explanations of the

One strand of thought in pure morphology is an emphasis on the continuity

of form, as illustrated by the comparison of different organs showing inter-

mediate structures more or less out of an\ context supplied by the taxonomic

relationships of the organisms bearing those organs (see Stevens, 1984c). It is

this kind ol continuity thai is evident in I innaeus's morphological writings.

The "plenitudo" that he emphasized (Linnaeus I ml p )i both a simpf

full ics: < i loublins.' ol i fbw n an I ilso a phi iioni -n >n hal h ad i » the

confirmation that there is continuity or plenitude in the world of pure form.

in rphologu a! |
l< cue U m p n tit ulai inti rn I >u d i uuuL i ol" ui rse phe-

iomena in tin world of
'
plant form un nil v form was at least reduced to order,

own if not complete!) understood. Indeed, the "Linnaean" cortex-medulla

theory of plant tissn. . in ! ih< i Insiologu il balano ifieoiy of the vegetative-

floral distinction pi o\ id< J him • iih i railiei lull md •< >mplc\ understanding

of form. His work on whal we would call pure morphology concentrated more

on nature's sum Ian tic than on its diliercnce' md led him to an apparently

satisfying and truly systematic comprehension of the plant world.

But Linnaeus was il o tin pinm . . nti 1 i 1 1 .iln i u I namcr, and here he

proceeded in a largeb anah tieal fashion Vet despiti th< .« extensive and time-

consuming classiiicaton studies on which be dealt with the Hood of novelties

pouring into Uppsala from correspondents around the globe, he attempted the

partial synthesis ol i onldofs) lemai ill) groi »• « f i u as a continuum, at

least at the supragencrii lex ol (e.g I inna i 1737. 1751a; Linnaeus's corre-

spondence with Albrecht von I laller see Smith. 1821. Vol.2; Daudin, 1926). lb

As already noted, hybridization —in which the cortex-medulla theory played

an important, if p< rb und :i t< od role —could generate this continuity. It

explained the arra\«- ofsimila • p. < w hi ing discovered in ; nera like Geranium

and Erica and the lack of distinction between genera assembled into natural

groups (Linnaeus. I 7-14 (sec Kamsbotlom. 1939), 1763b). At a yet higher taxo-

nomic level, the con medul d uwandprol psis together enabled Linnaeus

to demonstrate that a number of animals were like plants in important respects,

and so continuin w e\ ident then as well (se< I via i '.) New discoveries in
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the microscopic world hardly disturbed the link between Hydra, with its sen-

sitive flowers, and the other Zoophyta, with flowering plants. Volvox chaos was

well positioned. The dissolution of form it seemed to suggest in its terminal

position in the animal kingdom was not the change from animals to plants,

which was a gradual change rather than dissolution anyway, but the loss of

form that heralded the discovery of a new kingdom. In its formlessness, capacity

for increase, and at 1

1

ity wa < idenceofih n principles of life, life in its

purest and certainly simplest form —pure medulla (see also Broberg, 1985).

The cortex-medulla theory or, more generally, Linnaeus's ideas on the con-

struction of organisms also helped his understanding of how and why organisms

could live together in the world (i.e., order between organisms in the living

world; it was used to explain a \ el high r h -\ ol hi hi ) (see, for example,

Lindroth, 1983). M hi. ( I l!i properiit i», mts. including their palatability

to insects and, perhaps not surprisingly, their medicinal attributes (Linnaeus,

e.g., 1747, 1752; (. i eke, 1792) in genera and higher groups in

a natural classification Such n icm itie< u'uk m the medulla, which is at the

same in, i at th heart of natural el; • uu n ions in general. The <

between plants and insects was evident in that some insects tended to eat p
ol dud (il pedes ol ih i

• nu (l.innaeu 1
I 0a); perhaps i

larva< could I ich u ibout tin n dicin 1 i i< perties of plants (Linnaeus, 1

see also Linnaeus, 1751b) Hii clos< ihhon'di rather one-sided,

was strengthened for Linnaeu; I au i thi I irvae of both groups metamor-

phosed to produce the adult hence the 1 1 sling of both inst ets and plants in the

thesis Pandora ct Flora Ryhycnsis (Linnaeus 1 77 1). Such an interlocking of

ideas would allow 1 inn ieu« at li si parti ilh to idesu p i he issue of whether

God had created a definite number of species; even if he had not. fp bi idb at ion

might not increase the numb i o liffi renl ecological or functional units in

nature. Commenting on the later 1 innaeus, Broberg (1985, p. 180) remarked:

"What he needed was a principl whi vc can In lo real mi in r I lm !

faith ' rhat pi inciph w is lai b 1 d on I In < oi I m« dull i hi oi

Linnaeus's world of systematic continuity was different in nature from that

of morphological continuity. Although both are to an extent based on the

cortex-medulla theoi thi latl i mi < lirectl than the former, they use dif-

ferent observations to support th lifl rem nstructions of continuity. Lin-

naeus would surely have approved of the comment that P. J. F. Turpin (1815,

p. 429) made when discussing possible interrelationship of inflorescence types:

"But why have we rued lo m ,b- nb n h no since nature never fails to show
herselfall the intergradations which ca ummat- lis''" M-mb in hi; hli in

particular, Turpin was strongly influenced b\ >' roethi ) I here is little evidence

of discord between the two kinds of continuity in Linnaeus's own work; both

stemmed from his observations of nature. As a further complication, genera
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and higher taxa thai m the taxonomic scheme ol'things needed to be separated

by distinctive and constant il m i i uated in an arrangement of a

kind that allowed the reader to develop ideas of continuity and even change-

as also in Charles Bonnet and J. B. A. P. M. de Lamarck (see Lovejoy, 1936 —
he barely mentione \ maeus). I urther, prolcpsis, metamorphosis, and hy-

bridization are mori dii ctly subversive ol orld of discrete, separate entities.

The tension is however, evident to us, the tension between nature dynamic

and flexible and nature ordered rationally, preferably with gaps.

Historically, how c i i ihen has all too often h n o< • 1 1 or covert conflict

between systematists and evolutionists (the work of the latter is dependent for

a considerable part on the systematic patterns produced by the former) and

proponents of pure morphology (see, for example, Cusset, 1982;Wetzels, 1985;

Appel, 1987; Brady, 1987; Portmann, 1987). Wetzels (1985, p. 145) wrote

eloquently about (."< lh approach "Il e tin d< I « al simultaneity of the

concrete immediacy of individual observation and the equally concrete presence

of a picture of a whole, that Goethe had described earlier as 'tender empiricism,'

an empiricism whu I) -
i capable of making dn mdmdual phenomenon trans-

parent so that the whole ofwhich it was not so much a part, but a manifestation,

became visible/' But of course word u h i mpiri< sm md th< lik< ha <

different meanings for proponents of these two approaches; there are tensions

between the phenomenological Goethean and the somewhat-more-circum-

scribed Linnaean approaches to morphology (see above) and more conventional

systematica and science (see Amrine & Zueker. 1 987; Saltier. 1986). The form

of the organism max not have the same meaning or significance for the pro-

ponents of the two approaches. Lindroth's (1983) important essay almost cas-

ually captures this dilemma 1 le emphasized th n inn icus was preeminently

an empiricist, an acute and enihusiaslic observer, a voluptuary of nature, and

an empirical genius yetsom bod} v ho made no major contributions to science.

In his systematic work empiricism was subservient to an overwhelming desire

for order. Yet in the cortex-medulla theory an almost "tender empiricism"

combines with ordf i because th< heory explains why and how the world is as

hi ih < i ii pi e I
i h if Mill mi mi v< lo his contemporari

Linnaeus's wa\ of establishing ord< i as Lindroth so clearly demonstrated, was

hasty, superficial, and to a high degree inductive, as well as being based on a

questionable philosophy of life.

The conflict is less '<• id. m m • oetln , worl \s is well known, he had earlier

found the Linnaean system, and the terms associated with it, intellectually

unsatisfying. Goethe disliked counting and analyzing, which he thought that

Nature abhorred, bm i In • n n< led if h \\a i< u he Linnaean system.

Goethe also observed how the same organ varied in shape on a single plant,

and to him this suggested problems with terminological categorization (see,

e.g.,Arber, 1946; Guedes, 1 969; Wet/els, 1985). Of course, the Linnaean sexual

system was not the most natural arrangement when it came to the delimitation

of larger groupings of plants (cf. Stafleu, 1971), although a few groups, such as

the Gynandria-Diandra, the Didelphia-Decandra, and the Tetradynamia-Silic-

ulosa were more or less composed of related genera (Orchidaceae, Leguminosae,

and Cruciferae, respectively; see Linnaeus. 1753). Thus, neither the terms
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Linnaeus used for plant parts nor Linnaeus's sexual system itself led Goethe

to a satisfactory understanding of plant form or diversity. However, his ideas

on metamorphosis did just this, albeit in a largely asystematic context.

Goethe and Linnaeus drew the data they synthesized into their respective

visions of continuity— metamorphosis, prolepsis, a modified scala naturae—

from their appreciation of the world of external form. Belief in the continuity

of organic form persisted in the systematic community well into the nineteenth

century; it was believed, echoing Linnaeus, that if there were gaps in the system

of nature, they would eventually be filled. But the similarities go further. Lin-

naeus's valuation of anatomy resonates with the work of A.-L. de Jussieu, a

founder of the new "natural method" in systematics. For De Jussieu (1778)

the functions of the relatively few plant structures that were used in classification

were known; those structures v n ilmosl ill i \ternal, and there was no need

to study their anatomy. Of course, his remarks were made in a systematic

context, and those of Linnaeus omi 20 in b el ore in a largely morphological

context, yet both men emphasized the external appearance of the plant as being

a suitable object foi I n I h two produced natural arrangements that

are similar in their basic principles. The world of external form may turn out

to be an unreliable guide to both systematics and anatomy, and continuity in

one guise or another, or at least reticulating relationships, are the likely results

of an analysis of external form. De Jussieu's natural method is as explicitly

based on assumptions of continuity as Linnaeus's conception of life, and his

Genera Plantation (De Jussieu. 1789) can be analyzed in the same way as

Linnaeus's Vermes, and with similar results.

Linnaeus, with a view of life notably archaic or anachronistic even for its

time (see, for example, Cain, 1958; Stafleu, 1971; Lindroth, 1983; Hull, 1985),

embraced the Aristotelian notion of plenitude and worked it out in the context

of a natural arrangement of groups, the characters of which were all to be

discerned by the naked eye. The hylomorphic cortex-medulla theory aids in

our understanding of this natural arrangement. It provides features that serve

to bind the larger units of the arrangement into an indivisible, albeit branching,

continuum rather than to separate them, in the process showing clearly that

the units are not discrel [tal
i

istified the selection of characters used in

classification. In a similar fashion, Linnaeus developed an approach to the

analysis of plant form that embraced another manifestation of plenitude, the

fundamental similarity and interconvertibility of the appendicular organs of

the plant. The rather archaic basis of this thought should not blind us to its

evident power in s\ nthesi ni- ;i very disparate body of observations.

It is noteworthy that the cortex-medulla theory is best developed in plants

and fungi. For plants, Linnaeus based his ideas on his own observations of

exterior form and on Cesalpino's seventeenth-century theory, largely ignoring

the work of Grew and Malpighi; for fungi, his thoughts were sparked by Munch-
hausen's disputed findings. In animals, the theory is most evident in Linnaeus's

discussion of the least-understood and smallest organisms, albeit those on
which some of the most exciting discoveries of the day were being made. It

was most successful where knowledge was least well established, serving to

guide him through these areas of uncertainty; the theory colored both his
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observation and his interpretation of other people's data (see Le Guyader,

1988). As with the "nemesis divina," "reality must-once again-adjust itself

to the scheme" (Lindroth, 1983, p. 53).

Linnaeus's theory was epitomi/ed in the name changes of that almost animal,

almost plant, almost a member ol i new kingdom I >l\ , >\ < linos became Chaos

proieus. (7/<mv itself wa igenu ofhali mi mterpi i do! i \ation at the limits

ofone particulai m in .lab i n hi \. nth i nlun ••
i u u h- i i »l inn k a

theory was like that of Furia, a new genus described by Linnaeus and placed

adjacent to Chaos in the twelfth edition of the S\s/enia Stannic (see Lindroth,

1983). The sole species in the genus, l-'nna mfcniaHs, was Linnaeus's contri-

bution to the book of imaginary beings; it never existed, despite the fact that

a vicar, no less, re] orted dun >n< h id fall n onto his plate. The vicar and

Linnaeus alike wen mi laken. and as w w ibro " t andolle rejected the

cortex-medulla the \r\ becaus< monocotyledonous plants simply did not have

pith. Similarly, J (i Rdlreul i > uniem m h bridi ation (see Roberts,

1929; Mayr, 1986) showeti ilia t crosses in which l li« ,;iim species was first the

female parent, and then the male parent, tended to produce the same kind of

hybrid: there was no maternal dominance there was tioi even any hybridiza-

tion. Even so, ideas of metamorphosis in particular and change in general are

so pervasive in Linnaeus's filer works lha! their inlluenee should no{ he entirch
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